Button plugin is asking for plugin approval on templates each time a page is open for the first time.

This is a pain when you use a template to display items, customSearch, etc. It is like I have to scan all the Tiki possible pages and mass approved the plugin changes.

I’m extensively using wiki page as template (list, listExecute, customSearch) and have several project built that way (not using smarty templates).

It has been discussed that this was introduced in Tiki16 and so far not fixed.
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Fixed: http://sourceforge.net/p/tikiwiki/code/67537
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If this is solved by r67537, I suppose what Bernard means is that since the BUTTON plugin needs plugin call approval and since fingerprints include the body, if the body contains a variable, then it may be impossible to validate all possible effective bodies, so an unlimited number of approvals would be required.
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